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Agenda
• Introduction to Data

• A Simple Example with Infograms on Pandemics
• A More Advanced Visualization of COVID-19
• Basic Visualizations of Data

• Simple Text | Table | Graph

• Dimensional Visualization of Data
• Dataset of 1D/2D/3D 
• Dataset of higher dimensions
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Infograms
4Introduction to Data https://www.visualcapitalist.com/history-of-pandemics-deadliest/

Setup

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/history-of-pandemics-deadliest/


Infograms
5Introduction to Data https://www.visualcapitalist.com/history-of-pandemics-deadliest/

Conflict

What is the Resolution?

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/history-of-pandemics-deadliest/


Infograms
6Introduction to Data https://www.visualcapitalist.com/history-of-pandemics-deadliest/

• Descriptive summary as raw data
• Further insights to illustrate 

impacts behind the story

What is the Resolution?

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/history-of-pandemics-deadliest/


An Advanced Visualization of COVID-19

7Introduction to Data https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus

https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus


https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus

https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus


(Some) Basic Visualizations of Data
9Introduction to Data

• Text
• Table
• Graph

• Others



Simple Text
10Introduction to Data

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …

• When you have just a number or two to share, simple text 
can be a great way to communicate. 

• Think about solely using the number—making it as prominent as 
possible—and a few supporting words to clearly make your point. 

• Beyond potentially being misleading, putting one or only a 
couple of numbers in a table or graph simply causes the numbers 
to lose some of their oomph. 

• When you have a number or two that you want to communicate, 
think about using the numbers themselves.

The fact that you have some numbers 
does not mean that you need a graph!

Ø When you have just a number or two 
that you want to communicate: use the 
numbers directly. 

Ø When you have more data that you 
want to show, generally a table or graph 
is the way to go.



Tables
11Introduction to Data

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …

• Tables interact with our verbal system, which means that we read them.
• Reading across rows and down columns or Comparing values

• Tables are great for communicating to a mixed 
audience whose members will each look for their 
particular row of interest.

• If you need to communicate multiple different 
units of measure, this is also typically easier with 
a table than a graph.

You want the design to fade into the background, letting the data take center stage.
Note how the data stands out more than the structural components of the table in the second and third iterations (light borders, minimal borders).



Heatmap
12Introduction to Data

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …

• A way to visualize data in tabular format, where in place of (or in addition 
to) the numbers, you leverage colored cells that convey the relative 
magnitude of the numbers.
• Include details in a table while also making use of visual cues is via a heatmap

• To reduce this mental processing, 
we can use color saturation to 
provide visual cues, helping our 
eyes and brains more quickly 
target the potential points of 
interest.

• Graphing applications (like Excel) typically have conditional formatting 
functionality built in that allows you to apply similar formatting shown here. 
• Be sure when you leverage this to always include a legend to help the reader interpret the 

data (in this case, the LOW‐HIGH subtitle on the heatmap with color corresponding to 
the conditional formatting color serves this purpose).



Graphs
• Graphs interact with our visual 

system, which is faster at 
processing information. 
• This means that a well‐designed 

graph will typically get the 
information across more quickly 
than a well‐designed table. 

• There are a plenty of graph types 
out there. The good news is that a 
handful of them will meet most 
of your everyday needs.

• Common types of graphs: 
• points, lines, bars, and area

13Introduction to Data

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …



Points: Scatterplot
• Can be useful for showing the relationship between two things, because they allow you to encode data 

simultaneously on a horizontal x‐axis and vertical y‐axis to see whether and what relationship exists. 
• They tend to be more frequently used in scientific fields (and perhaps, because of this, are sometimes 

viewed as complicated to understand by those less familiar with them). 
• Though infrequent, there are use cases for scatterplots in the business world as well.

• If we want to focus primarily on those cases where cost per mile is above average, a slightly modified 
scatterplot designed to draw our eye there more quickly might look something like those on the right.

14Introduction to Data

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …



Lines
• Line graphs are most commonly used to plot 

continuous data. 
• Because the points are physically connected via the 

line, it implies a connection between the points that 
may not make sense for categorical data (a set of data 
that is sorted or divided into different categories). 

• Often, our continuous data is in some unit of time: days, months, 
quarters, or years.

ØThe standard line graph
ØThe slopegraph

15Introduction to Data

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …

Time Metric A Metric B Metric C Metric D
Timestamp 1 AA BB CC DD
Timestamp 2 AA BB CC DD
Timestamp 3 AA BB CC DD
Timestamp 4 AA BB CC DD

Example

Sample Raw Data for 
the Line plot above

Sample Raw Data for the 
Slopgraph plot above

Horizontal in Time
Vertical in Metrics



Lines: Line graph
• The line graph can show a single series of data, two series of 

data, or multiple series

16Introduction to Data

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …

Note that when you’re 
graphing time on the 
horizontal x‐axis of a 
line graph, the data 
plotted must be in 

consistent intervals.

Be consistent in the 
time points you plot



Lines: Slopegraph
• Slopegraphs can be useful when you have two time 

periods or points of comparison and want to quickly 
show relative increases and decreases or differences 
across various categories between the two data points.

• Example: 
• Imagine that you are analyzing and communicating 

data from a recent employee feedback survey. 
• To show the relative change in survey categories from 

2014 to 2015, the slopegraph might look something 
like the one on the right.

17Introduction to Data

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …

Slopegraphs pack in a lot of information
• The lines that connect them give you the 

visual increase or decrease in rate of 
change (via the slope or direction) without 
ever having to explain that’s what they are 
doing, or what exactly a “rate of change” 
is—rather, it’s intuitive.



Bars
• Bar charts are easy for our eyes to read. 

• Our eyes compare the end points of the bars, 
so it is easy to see quickly which category is 
the biggest, which is the smallest, and also 
the incremental difference between 
categories. 

• Note that, because of how our eyes compare 
the relative end points of the bars, it is 
important that bar charts always have a zero 
baseline (where the x‐axis crosses the y‐axis 
at zero), otherwise you get a false visual 
comparison.

18Introduction to Data

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …



19Introduction to Data
腾讯新闻：https://new.qq.com/rain/a/20220719A0AGQ700 知乎：https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/391503737
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Bars
• Bar charts are easy for our eyes to read. 

• Our eyes compare the end points of the bars, 
so it is easy to see quickly which category is 
the biggest, which is the smallest, and also 
the incremental difference between 
categories. 

• Note that, because of how our eyes compare 
the relative end points of the bars, it is 
important that bar charts always have a zero 
baseline (where the x‐axis crosses the y‐axis 
at zero), otherwise you get a false visual 
comparison.

• Bar charts must have a zero baseline

20Introduction to Data

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …



Ethical Concerns
• While we’re considering lengths of bars, let’s 

also spend a moment on the width of bars. 
• There’s no hard‐and‐fast rule here, but in 

general the bars should be wider than the 
white space between the bars. 

• You don’t want the bars to be so wide, 
however, that your audience wants to compare 
areas instead of lengths. 

• Consider the following “Goldilocks” of bar 
charts: too thin, too thick, and just right.

21Choosing an Effective Visual

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …



Vertical bar chart
22Choosing an Effective Visual

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …

• Like line graphs, vertical bar charts can be single series, two series, or multiple 
series. 
• Note that as you add more series of data, it becomes more difficult to focus on one at a time and pull 

out insight, so use multiple series bar charts with caution. 

• Be aware also that there is visual grouping that happens as a result of the spacing in 
bar charts having more than one data series. This makes the relative order of the 
categorization important. 
• Consider what you want your audience to be able to compare and structure your categorization 

hierarchy to make that as easy as possible.



Stacked vertical bar chart

23Choosing an Effective Visual

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …

• Use cases for stacked vertical bar charts are more limited. 
• Meant to allow comparing totals across categories and also see the subcomponent pieces within a 

given category. 
• Can quickly become visually overwhelming, however—especially given the varied default color 

schemes in most graphing applications (more to come on that). 

• Hard to compare the subcomponents across the various categories once you get beyond the 
bottom series (the one directly next to the x‐axis) because you no longer have a consistent 
baseline to use to compare. 
• This makes it a harder comparison for our eyes to make.



Waterfall chart
24Choosing an Effective Visual

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …

• The waterfall chart can be used 
to pull apart the pieces of a 
stacked bar chart to focus on one 
at a time, or to show a starting 
point, increases and decreases, 
and the resulting ending point.

• Imagine that you are an HR 
business partner and want to 
understand and communicate 
how employee headcount has 
changed over the past year for 
the client group you support.

• On the left‐hand side, we see what the employee headcount for the given team was at 
the beginning of the year. 

• As we move to the right, first we encounter the incremental additions: new hires and 
employees transferring into the team from other parts of the organization. 

• This is followed by the deductions: transfers out of the team to other parts of the 
organization and attrition. 

• The final column represents employee headcount at the end of the year, after the 
additions and deductions have been applied to the beginning of year headcount.



Horizontal Version
25Choosing an Effective Visual

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …

• Extremely easy to read 
• The single go‐to graph for categorical data, which flips the vertical version on its side 
• Especially useful if your category names are long, as the text is written from left to right, as most 

audiences read, making your graph legible for your audience. 

• Also, because of the way we typically process information the structure of the horizontal bar 
chart is such that our eyes hit the category names before the actual data. 
• starting at top left and making z’s with our eyes across the screen or page

• This means by the time we get to the data, we already know what it represents 
• instead of the darting back and forth our eyes do between the data and category names with vertical 

bar charts



Stacked horizontal bar chart

26Choosing an Effective Visual

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …

• To show the totals across different categories but also give a sense of the 
subcomponent pieces
• Can be structured to show either absolute values or sum to 100%

• Work well for visualizing portions of a whole on a scale from negative to positive
• because you get a consistent baseline on both the far left and the far right, allowing for easy 

comparison of the left‐most pieces as well as the right‐most pieces. 

For example, this approach can 
work well for visualizing survey 
data collected along a Likert 
scale
• A scale commonly used in 

surveys that typically ranges 
from Strongly Disagree to 
Strongly Agree



Area
• Avoid area graphs in general

• Humans’ eyes don’t do a great job of attributing quantitative value 
to two‐dimensional space, 

• which can render area graphs harder to read than some of the other 
types of visual displays we’ve discussed. 

27Choosing an Effective Visual

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …

For this reason, avoid them with one 
exception—when you need to visualize 
numbers of vastly different magnitudes. 
• The second dimension you get using a 

square for this (which has both height and 
width, compared to a bar that has only 
height or width) allows this to be done in 
a more compact way than possible with a 
single dimension



A Short Summary
28Choosing an Effective Visual

Basic Visualization 
of Data with …

• What do you need your audience to know? 
• In many cases, there isn’t a single correct visual display; rather, often there are 

different types of visuals that could meet a given need. 
• The most important is to have that need clearly articulated. Then choose a visual 

display that will enable you to make this clear.

• Whatever will be easiest for your audience to read?
• If you’re wondering What is the right graph for my situation? the answer is 

always the same as above
• There is an easy way to test this, which is to create your visual and show it to a 

friend or colleague. 
• Have them articulate the following as they process the information: where they 

focus, what they see, what observations they make, what questions they have. 
• This will help you assess whether your visual is hitting the mark, or in the case 

where it isn’t, help you know where to concentrate your changes.



Dimensional 
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datavoyager
30Introduction to Data https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus

https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus


1D Nominal
• When you are interested in a single column containing 

nominal values (i.e., only frequency counting is allowed) 
• E.g., species column of the penguin dataset

31Dimensional Visualization of Data https://vega.github.io/voyager/

https://vega.github.io/voyager/


1D Ordinal
• When you are interested in a single column containing 

ordinal values (i.e., counting and ranking are allowed) 
• E.g., # of cylinders column of the car dataset

32Dimensional Visualization of Data https://www.kaggle.com/uciml/autompg-dataset

https://www.kaggle.com/uciml/autompg-dataset


1D Quantitative
• When you are interested in a single column containing 

quantitative (interval or ratio) values (i.e., numerical 
operations are allowed).
• E.g., horsepower column of the car dataset

33Dimensional Visualization of Data https://www.kaggle.com/uciml/autompg-dataset

https://www.kaggle.com/uciml/autompg-dataset


Summary of 1D charts
• Aggregation is the key to draw meaningful charts from 1D

• Frequency counting for nominals and ordinals
• Binning (to get histogram) or Descriptive Statistics (to get distribution) for 

quantitative values

• EDA (Exploratory Data Analytics) begins with 1D charts
• Suitable for finding outliers or incomplete values
• Suitable for knowing distribution (mean, median, min, max)

• Once you found an interesting column(s), quickly move on to 2D
• If 1D is not interesting, adding another column in 2D is unlikely to be 

interesting
• Trial-and-errors of finding an interesting pair of columns is the core activity of 

EDA

34Dimensional Visualization of Data



2D Nominal x Nominal
• If you are interested in how two nominal columns are 

correlated 
• E.g., species and island columns of the penguin dataset

35Dimensional Visualization of Data



36Dimensional Visualization of Data

2D Nominal x Quantitative
• If you are interested in how one nominal and one 

quantitative columns 
• E.g., origin and horsepower columns of the car dataset



37Dimensional Visualization of Data

2D Quantitative x Quantitative
• If you are interested in how two quantitative columns

• E.g., culmen length and culmen depth columns of the penguin 
dataset



38Dimensional Visualization of Data

3D ANY
• Each visualization can accommodate 1-2 extra columns with 

color or size encodings. Why not explore higher-
dimensions?



39Dimensional Visualization of Data

Higher Dimension
• Single charts usually cannot accommodate larger than 5 

dimensions. 
• However, we can use composite charts. 
• For example, we have used scatterplot matrix in the previous tutorial.



40Dimensional Visualization of Data

EDA Progression in general
• Why did we learn 1D, 2D, 3D, and higher? It seems that higher 

dimensions are better?

• 1. Data exploration usually starts with 1D for...
• Checking data quality of each column
• Finding interesting column for further exploration

• 2. # combinations grows very quickly for higher dimensions
• E.g., If a dataset has 10 columns, there are 1000 combinations for 3D charts. 
• Thus, we need to narrow down columns to explore through 1D and 2D



Thank you~
Wan Fang

Southern University of Science and Technology

DS363: Design and Learning with Data
Spring 2023https://ds363.ancorasir.com/

https://ds363.ancorasir.com/

